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Leslie Rubin

Richard W. Leonard. SOUTH AFRICA AT WAR: White Power and The Crisis 
in Southern Africa (Westport, CT: Lawrence Hill & Co., 1983) 256 pages, hard- 
cover, $19.95, paperback, $12.50,

The emergence of South Africa as a regional superpower in SouUiern Africa 
is perhaps Uie most important development in the recent history of the conti
nent ; for the international community it may prove to be perhaps the most senous 
problem of this century. .............

Natural resources, military capacity, technological skills, and the contain- 
ment of internal dissent by a ruthless police-state apparatus have been ^n- 
lial factors in the achievement of this dominance; it is the main thesis of this 
book that South Africa’s military strength is the central factor. Prime Minister 
Pu,;»r Botha, speaking in July 1983, made his country’s attitude clear. Summ
ing up the proper response to its problems he spoke of a strong economy com
bined with “military might and moral order." If there is room for doubt whether 
South Africa has created "moral order," her success in achieving military might 
is indisputable; recent massive incursions by land and air into Angola, and the 
bombing of Mozambique and Lesotho provided additional evidence. South Africa’s 
image as a formidable military power was reinforced in 1984; in September Pieter 
Botha, now the newly-elected President tf the Republic, joined an array of western 
diplomats and military atUches to watch an excercise code-named “Thunder 
Chariot” More than 11,000 troops had just completed 3 weeks of training 
culminating in a war game, with 2 infantry brigades and a tank regiment cap
turing 5 "heavily fortified enemy-held positions” According to foreign military 
attaches present the exercise, involving mobilization, equipment and training 
of reservists from regiments throughout the country, demonstrated that South 
Africa would have no difficulty in finding the soldiers needed for front-line duly 
from iU reserve forces of about 400,000. South African Defence Force spokesmen, 
noting that these were the largest maneuvers held since World War II, said they 
were “a defensive response to aclio" cgainst South Africa” but added, “we ex
pect to take the battle to the enemy, to attack him before he can harm us, if s^ 
a threat ever develops ’’ A divisional commander of the exercise proudly declared 
that South Africa was expert in ’’blitzkrieg-type warfare ” and would continue 
to improve.
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Leslie Rubin

author's analysis underlines the danger inherent in a pattern of escalating military 
and police power against such attacks, answered by greater daring and destruc
tion from the guerrillas.

The final chapter of the book examines the Reagan administration policy 
of “constructive engagement." While scrupulously fair to its proponents — an 
appendix is devoted to the views of Assistant Secretary of State Ch^ter Crocker 
expressed in his memoranda, a public address, and a scope paper for a meeting 
with the South African Foreign Minister — it shows that “consti active engage
ment” rests on an unbalanced perception of the Soviet Union's role accompanied 
by failure to appreciate the potential of black resistance to apartheid. The State 
Department would do well to pay attention to the author’s conclusion that this 
policy “will not bring stability in South Africa, black freedom from apartheid, 
regional peace, or a lessening of Soviet influence. They point instead toward a 
deepening crisis and escalating conflicts.”

Characterized by logical reasoning, perceptive evaluation of the relevant facts, 
lucidity, and good writing, this excellent book should be read by everyone wishing 
to understand the South African situation.

This book describes the creation of this ‘'military might” within the concept 
of “toUl strategy”, how ail the country's resources have been mobilized to meet 
what is claimed to be an international threat led and inspired by the Soviet Union. 
The chapter on South Africa s "total strategy” is a masterly analysis of the 
regime's skillful combinaUen of reduced harshness in the implementation of apar- 
theid with the use of military force within the country, in the homelands, and 
beyond its borders. It describes the growing role of the miliUry in government 
since Botha - formerly Minister of Defence - became Prime Minister and, as 
such Chairman of the State Security Council which is itself dominated by the 
military. That role was entrenched when Botha recenUy became President under 
the new constituUon with extremely wide powers, both executive and legislative.

Another chapter provides a well-documented description of South Africa s 
considerable success in overcoming the United Nations arms embargo im^^ed 
in 1963 and strengthened in 1977. This was achieved first by acquinng arms from 
external sources, then by manufacturing them at home. From 1963 onwards large 
quantities of arms and equipment were provided by countries of the western 
world among them France, Britain and the United SUtes; this was made possi
ble by loopholes in the embargo. In ie68 the government esUblished the Ar
maments Development and ProducUon Corporation of South Afnca (ARMSCOR). 
By 1980 ARMSCOR was producing, through private contractors and its own sub
sidiaries. a vride range of sophisticated miliUry equipment, from rifles and ar
tillery to missiles, armoured vehicles, vessels, and weapon electronics. In 1966 
expenditure on armaments amounted to $35 million; by 1982 ARMSCOR was 
spending more than $2 billion a year and its assets were $1.17 bUlion. “It had 
become ” the author writes, “the third largest industrial enterprise in the coun
try. and officials claim that South Africa is the largest weapons manufacturer 
in the southern hemisphere.” Nuclear capacity is part of South African planmng; 
since 1976 a uranium enrichment program has been developed with the assista^ 
of Western Germany, and a nuclear power station is under construction, being 
built by a French consortium. It is widely believed that South Africa is capable 
of engaging in nuclear warfare. In 1978 it was reported that the Defence Force 
was prepared to respond to "germ, gas. and chemical attacks. ” (In 1984 a Umted 
Nations study aUeged that South Africa was developing top-secret chemical 
weapons for use against African liberation movements, tests being carried out 
on Namibian prisoners, and that “paralyzing gases” had been used during the 
invasion of Angola.)

Is iVon-violent Change
Still Possible in South Africa?

Leslie Rubin

Theodore Hanf, Hcribert Welland and Gerda Vierdag, SOUTH AFRICA: The Pro
spects of Peaceful Change (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1981) 
492 pages, hardcover, $35.00.

This excellent work assesses the prospect of social change in South Africa; 
the product of joint German and South African scholarship, it combines 
meticulous research with perceptive analysis.

The data assembled comes from interviews conducted in 1974,1976, and 1977 
with persons representing a wide range of the population in terms of ethnic 
classification, geographical location, political influence, social status, and 
economic power. I^estions were answered by political leaders, black and white, 
white voters, lu-ban Africans, Afrikaners, English-spt aking South Africans, and 
members of other groups.' The t'wo questionnaires, one for the white electorate, 
the other for urban Africans, reproduced in an appendix, testify to the impressive 
quality of both the formulation of the questions and the approach of the inter
viewers. ) A postscript in 1980 records the changes that have taken place and 
discusses their significance. Examination of the data is supported by pertinent
Leslie Rubin, now living in retiremenl and exile in Santa Monica. California, was the last Senator to repre
sent Uie black poputotion of Cape Province, excluding Transkei. in the Sr-“- ..............................
even this token, indirect and limited political right of bUck South Afri 
Party in i960
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Urbar guerrilla resisUnce to apartheid has intensified during the last few 
years. The author pute this in historical perspective by describing the rise of the 
African National Congress as its use of accepted democratic measures - pro
tests, demonstraUons, defiance of repressive laws - were met by more govern
ment repression, until the resort to violence became inevitable. He warns that 
it would be unwise to ignore the threat of continued urban guerrilla activity. His 
warning is amply justified by recent events; despite agreements between South 
Africa and both Mozambique and Swaziland, which have deprived the African 
National Congress of long-standing training facilities and bases for its operations, 
sabotage in South African cities has mounted. During August 1984 there were 
three attacks in Johannesburg: a limpet mine injured 5 policemen and wrecked 
their office; a week later, government education offices were burned to the ground 
following a bomb explosion; the next day a bomb caused extensive damage to 
a government department dealing with African affairs injuring 4 policemen. The
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historical background and critical analysis of relevant publications. (There are 
two factual errors: the Uberal Party came into existence in 1953, not "at the 
end of the I940’s,” and Edgar Brookes was not one of its founders, though he 
became a member later; in 1953 he was still a member of the United Party, the 
South African parliamentary opposition.)

The authors conclude that the African majority has displayed a commitment 
to the creation of a multiracial society throughout the history of their opposition 
to white supremacy. Tracing the development of African nationalism they show 
how different groupings emerged as the apartheid structure took shape and 
repression increased in the 1950s and 1960s, leading eventually to the existence 
of two competitive and often bitterly antagonistic nationalist movements, the 
African NaUonal Congress (ANC) and the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC). But 
they differed only in regard to strategy and tactics; the goal of a just society 
shared by black and white has always been the same for both. After the banning 
of the two (Congresses new movements came into existence. By 1980 Black Con
sciousness had given a new vigour and enthusiasm to the struggle against apar
theid, and Inkatha, led by GaUha Buthelezi. had become a significant political 
organization; but while African demands for change increased in scale and in
tensity, the goal of a South Africa shared democraUcaUy by aU its peo[de remained

Th/interviews with white leaders and white voters address the central ques
tion pos^ by this work; how far are the whites prepared to change laws and 
modify social barriers in order to meet African demands? They disclose a wide 
variety of atUtudes. There are significant differences between the poUUcal leader
ship and the voters, the most important reflecting the distinctive political cultures 
of Afrikanerdom and the English speakers. But within each of these groups there 
are variations; a minority of Afrikaners belong to the opposition Progressive 
Federal Party, a minority of the English speakers (most of them from the 
predominantly British Natal province) support the governing NaUonal Party. 
Within each party, too. opinions vary. In the National Party rigid insistence on 
the application of apartheid ideology coexists with a pragmatic response to the 
growing pressures for economic and social change; in the Pn^ressive Federal 
Party some stand for immediate extensive dismanUing of apartheid, others adopt 
a gradualist approach to the goal of a non-racial society. Cutting across the par
ty divisions is the greater readiness of whites to accept change in economic rela- 
Uons between black and white, than in social relaUons, with the commercial and 
industrial community (in which Afrikaners play an important role) taking the 
lead. Whites are also more ready to accept reform in social and political rela
tions with Coloureds than with Africans.

The auth^’ts present all this varied material in chapters arranged with ad
mirable logical clarity. Their conclusion Uiat the whites, while increasingly fearful 
about their future, are still not prepared to offer the black majority a genuine 
share in political power, is hardly novel, but it is based on a wealth of detail that 
offers illuminating new insights. Recent developments - implemenUtion of the 
new constituUon. effective African trade union pressure, mounting resis^ce 
in the townships — some confirming, others perhaps requiring revision of, the 
authors' views, do not detract from the considerable value of this work to scholars 
looking for penetrating research of a high calibre.

Apartheid in the Spotlight

Leslie Rubin

Sipo E. Mzimela, APARTHEID: South African Naiiism (New York: Vantage 
Press, 1983) 245 pages, paper, $8.95.

International Defence and Aid Fund for SouUiem Africa, in cooperation with the 
United Nations Ontre Against Apartheid, APARTHEID: The Facts (London, 
June 1983) 112 pages, paperback, £3.00.

In May 1984, Breyten Breytenbach, refusing the Hertzog Prize for Literature, 
said, “For the majority of South Africans the country remains one of terror, 
alienation and sorrow.” These two books amply justify the distinguished South 
African poet's grim judgment and reinforce its implied repudiation of the official 
United States claim that its policy of “constructive engagement” is succeeding.

They also exemplify the considerable role of the Christian church in unmask
ing apartheid. The first was written by a South African, an African exiie who 
is today an Episcopalian priest in the United States, the second is the fruit of 
years of dedicated service by a prominent British .churchman.

Dr. Mzimela, then a member of the African National Congress, left South 
Africa after the Congress was banned, living first in a refugee camp in Tanzania, 
then in Czechoslovakia and West Germany before making his home in the United 
States. His uneven book combines description of the growth of German National 
Socialism, the reaction of Christianity to the Nazis and their doctrines, criticism 
of the Church in South Africa, and discussion of the present South African 
situation.

The chapters on Germany, marked by thorough research, effectively 
demonstrate the basic similarity of apartheid and the Nazi race doctrine, but 
the way in which Nazi ideas influenced the birth and development of apartheid 
is dealt with in a fragmentary fashion. There is no analysis of the impact on 
Afrikaner nationalism of its close ties with Nazi (tarmany, the fact that from 
1933 onwards National Socialism was an important factor in the fashioning of

Leslie Rubin, now liv,. i in retirement and exiie in Santa Monica, California, was tlie iaat Senator to repre- 
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apartheid • in 1983 it was reported that many members of the church "were agreed 
that mixed marriage in itself was not a sin and that the Bible made no pronounce
ment on the matterAt about the same time the Prime Minister announced that 
he was prepared to refer the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act and Section 
16 of the Immorality Act - the provision prohibiUng sexual reteUons across the 
colour line - to a parliamentary select committee to consider ways of remov
ing "their hurtful impact”; he reported that he had had discussions with church 
leaders, adding that they were deeply divided.

This book is marred by a number of inaccuracies and the author’s indulgence 
in sweeping exaggeration and empty rhetoric. Nevertheless it is worth reading 
as the emotional but sincere and conscientious reaction of a "victim of apartheid” 
(as he righUy describes himself) to the tragic and dangerous situation in his naUve

There is no room for such criticism of Apartheid: The Facts; it lives up to 
the promise its title implies. .

Produced by the International Defence and Aid Fund, it is also a reminder 
of the dedicaUon of John Collins, residentiary cation of St. Paul’s Cathedral for 
33 years until shortly before his death in 1982. He founded the interdenomina
tional Christian Action in 1946 which, after the Nationalist Party came to power 
in 1948, gave birth to the British Defence and Aid Fund created to oppose apart
heid by providing (1) aid, legal defence, and rehabilitation to its victims and (2) 
support for their dependents; its third object was "to keep the conscience of the 
world alive to the issues at stake.” It was Canon Col.ins’ compassion, energy, 
resourcefulness and drive that built up the Fund — soon to achieve international 
dimension and status - into a body that has brought comfort and material 
assistance to countless men and women in South African prisons, segregated 
townships, and cities, in African refugee camps, and, as exiles, in many Euro
pean countries and the United States. Pursuant to its third object the Fund has 
produced the periodical publication. Focus on Political Repression in Southern 
Africa with its supplementary briefing papers, and Namibia: The Facts, plus 
innumerable and invaluable books and pamphlets. ’This book is the latest addi
tion to the list.

It is a compact and comprehensive description of what apartheid is doing 
to the people of South Africa. Within the space of only 112 pages its authors have 
succeeded admirably in providing a clearly written, carefully researched, logical
ly organized, meticulously documented record of the system of repressive rigid 
race separation built up since 1948. ’Three features add greatly to its value and 
impact. The inclusion of a large number of excellent illustrations, among them 
scenes in African townships, African demonstrations, retaliatory action by the 
police; maps, tables, charts and graphs that clarify and supplement the text; 
statemente, verbal and written, giving added meaning to the text, sucn as an 
extract from a letter by Nelson Mandela smuggled out from Robben Island, and 
the moving message by the young Solomon Mahlangu to his mother shortly beftOT 
his execution in 1979, ”My blood will nourish the tree which will bear the fruits 
of freedom. Tell my people that they must continue the struggle. Do not worry 
about me but about those who are suffering.”

the new ideology of apartheid. ’The author could have improved this part of the 
book by consulting such works as ’The Puritans in Africa by W.A. de Klerk, who 
wrote, "Malan represented the beginning of a fundamental change in the course 
and nature of Afrikanerdom . . . apartheid is an extensive human exercise of the 
mind endeavouring to formulate a moral justification ... for what is basically 
the will to power ... the cry from the heart, affirming the rightness of what we 
do ... it has been the claim of kings, prime ministers, dictators . . . Napoleon, 
the Fuehrer of the Third Reich, Hendrik Verwoerd, Idi Amin, and a host of 
others,” and Genocide by Leo Kuper, who wrote, ’’Even the ideology of apar
theid in its revised form of separate development to enable each race to realize 
ite distinctive qualities appears to have been taken verbatim from the explana
tions of Nazi race policies offered by German missions\-\broad in the 1930’s.” 
Also, there are two omissions. Describing the Party’s association with the 
Greyshirts and other Nazi-oriented bodies he fails to record that in 1937 the Na
tionalist Party put the olticial seal on its identification with Naziism and its in
corporation of the shirt movements. ’The swastika was adopted as the party sym
bol it appeared twice on membership cards with the words, ’’The S.A. National 
Party emanates from the S.A. Gentile National Socialist Movement and incor
porates the said movement, aUo the S.A. GreyshirU. ” The egregious role of 
Afrikanerdom as a virtual fifth column while South Africa was at war with Ger
many - including constant contact with Nazi officials in adjacent Mozambique 
(only hours by road from Johannesburg! and the subversive activities of 
Afrikaners like Robey Leibbrandl, who went to Germany as a spy, and later cap
tured, his death sentence commuted to imprisonment, was released when the 
Nationalist Parly came to power in 1948, is not dealt with.

As one would expect, the author deals at some length with the response of 
the Christian church to the challenge presented by racial persecution. Almost 
one-third of the book is devoted to a detailed discussion ol the behaviour of the 
German churches under Nazi rule, and of the South African churches under apart
heid. ’The shameful record of Christianity in Germany - a mixture of theological 
confusion, equivocation, hypocrisy, and cowardice - in remaining silent during 
the worst excesses of the regime is sketched in well-chosen highlights of the 
careers of church leaders including Pastor Niemoller.

’There is no doubt that in South Africa church leaders have spoken out against 
apartheid courageously, and at times defiantly, and continue to do so. ’The author 
does not dispute this. but makes the valid point that they speak only for a minority 
of their congregations, and goes on to develop at length the contention that the 
Church is to be blamed for the fact that its protests have borne little fruit.

Many will probably consider his criticism too harsh. But even if it is justified, 
he should be encouraged by developments since his book was written. Senior 
Methodist, Catholic and Anglican churchmen called on their congregants to op
pose the new South African constitution. The South African Catholic Bishops Con
ference sent a delegation to Namibia, followed by a report which was banned 
b> the South African governmen,. Archbishop Hurley nevertheless disclosed parts 
of the report including allegations of atrocities against Africans by the security 
forces; he was warned by the Ministry of Law and Order that charges might 
be brought against him The Methodist Church decided in 1983 llial all its cir
cuits should be racially integrated by 1987. Even the Dutch Reformed Church 
has shown signs of hesitantly moving away from its traditional blind support for
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Organizing Against Apartheid:

African Political Groups in South Africa

This
publication is 

i available in 
microform.

Donald Will

Tom Lodge, BLACK POLITICS IN SOUTH AFRICA SINCE 1M5 (London, New 
York: Longman, 1983), pp. x + 389, index, paper, 811.95.

Rob Davies, Dan O'Meara, Sipho DJamini, THE STRUGGLE FOR SOUTH 
AFRICA: A Reference Guide to Movements, Organizations and Institutions, 
Volumes One and Two (London: Zed Press, Ltd., 1984), pp. xxi + 440, index, *29.50 
each volume, hardcover, *10.65 each volume, paper. (Distributed in tbe U.S. by 
Biblio Distribution Centre, Totowa, N.J.)

Once again the internal contradictions of the South African system of apart
heid have thrust the affairs of that tormented nation onto the world scene. Unable 
to reconcile the more rigid aspects of apartheid with the demands of their 
economic system, the ruling NaUonalist Party, through the consUtutional accords, 
has attempted to coopt the Asian and coloured minorities while simultaneously 
further distancing the African majority from the political rights so long denied 
them. Not coincidentally. Bishop Desmond Tutu has emerged not merely as one 
of the leaders of the resistance to the new "total strategy” of the white riding 
classes, but has gained international renown as the second black South African 
to receive the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to bring an end to the injustices 
in his homeland. Meanwhile the anti-apartheid movement in the United States 
gains in momentum, capitalizing on years of groundwork and education as well 
as upon the hypocrisy of the Reagan Administration’s policy of “constructive 
engagement"

Particularly to the morally inclined supporter, the Manichean aspects of this 
struggle arc readily apparent. Apartheid must be dratroyed and all South Africans 
free to share in the wealth and beauty of their land. Despite these evident im
peratives, the course of this struggle and the best means to wage it have not 
always been easily discernible, not only to outsiders but to South Africans 
themselves. As the embattled regime moves further to disarm its enemies and 
cut a deal with those it can, the future campaigns for freedom will become ever 
more nuanced and fraught with potential frustration. Among the vital weapons 
of apartheid’s opponents must be a sense of the history of the struggle and an 
incisive analysis of the forces involved on both sides. Just these are offfered by 
the two works under review.

Vr
publication in microronnt micro- 
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Donald WillTom Lodge has chronicled the last several decades of resistance during which 
the struggle evolved from the level of petitions to a recalcitrant government, 
through the non-violent demonstrations and boycotts of a burgeoning mass move- 
merit, to emerge finally as an armed liberation struggle complemented by the 
internal resistance of students, workers, and community activists.

This historical work has been extensively researched and dispassionately 
presented. Lodge displays few idealistic sympathies, and is often quite critical 
of the shortcomings of the major forces for liberation. The greatest strength of 
his work is a persistence for setting the events he analyzes within their pro^r 
Tiistorical contexts. For instance, before discussing the Evaton and Alexandra 
bus boycotts of 1955-57, he gives us a socio-economic description of each com
munity As we see from his analysis, such characteristics are often integral to 
the course of events. Such contextual grounding sets his work apart from those 
chroniclers of the struggle who merely relate the events themselves.

A similar concern for thoroughness leads Lodge to include a chapter on 
resistance in the countryside. The struggles there have often been overshadow
ed by contemporaneous events in the cities which generally enjoyed greater sup
port from or even orchestration by, the African National Congress and other 
groups. Yet the rural resisUnce demonstrates that the African peasantry fought 
valiantly to oppose the imposition of apartheid’s agricultural "betterment” 
schemes.

Lodge also includes chapters on the role of women and labour in the libera
tion movement. While these segments cannot be comprehensive in a work of this 
breadth, they are essential aspects of the struggle and Lodge covers them well.

Ironically, Lodge’s book suffers mosL however, from the research constraints 
imposed by apartheid itself. Despite the wealth of sources he draws upon. Lodge 
could have significantly enhanced his study through further interviews with some 
of the principal characters of the resistance. With the exception of several inter
views conducted in London during the mid "’fOs, Lodge draws little upon the 
knowledge of exiled participants. For instance. Lodge notes the central role of 
Alfred Nzo and Thomas Nkobi in the Alexandra bus boycott. SubsequenUy in his 
analysis he acknowledges difficulty in evaluating the positions of the A.N.C. sup
porters Unfortunately, he appears never to have interviewed either of these ex
iled and accessible A.N.C. leaders. Meanwhile, the internal sources he draws 
upon often reveal greater detail about the policies of more peripheral participants 
in the boycott.

Such omissions, however, may also be part of a subtly critical stance Lodge 
_dopts toward the contemporary A.N.C. - which nevertheless emerges in his 
analysis as perhaps the most viable of the forces of liberation. Twice in one page, 
statements made by Govan Mheki in his study The Peasants’ Revolt are reported 
as "claims," while oral statements by P. A C. leaders such as David Sibeko are 
uncritically reported despite the passage of over ten years be- 
twben Ih- evenU and the interview. Whatever the author’s biases may be, 
however, they are not so flagrant as to deter the serious reader who seeks a com- 
prehensive overview of black politics in post-World War 11 South Africa.

A final word must be said about the disservice done the author hy his 
publisher. ’The book is plagued by innumerable typographical errors which one 
would not expect of a press like Longman. One hopes these will be corrected in 
any future printings.

’The two volumes of The Struggle lor South Africa by Davies, O’Meara and 
DIamini make a wonderful complement to Lodge’s work. Designed both for 
general reading and as a reference guide, these volumes comprise the best in- 
depth analysis of the South African political-economic situation available in a 
single work.

Volume One begins with a fifty page synopsis of the South African political 
economy from 1652 through the present. The approach is that of a class analysis, 
particularly of the ruling elements, and even in its concise format it provides 
an explanation of historical developments which reaches beyond that offered by 
solely racial interpretations of the South African dilemma.

’The remainder of the volume contains analyses of the ruling class, its political 
and economic institutions, and state structures and policies. ’These include several 
pages on each of the major domestic monopoUes, charts illustrating their linkages, 
and assessments of their political roles, In^ddition to similar sections on the 
white political parties, the authors have included a chart which examines them 
over time (1910-1982) and vividly illustrates the shifting class alliances shaping

ling both
its political and military significance as well as its major weapons systems and 
their international suppliers. ’The Bantustan system is also analyz^ from its 
origins through the present efforts to impose homeland citizenship upon all 
Africans, regardless of residence.

The second volume opens with a chapter on the organization allied with the 
ruling class, such as the white trade unions, the Broederbood, and the white Dutch 
Reformed Church. ’The authors then turn to the forces of the liberation move
ment. ’The discussion of poUtical organizations extends from the A.N.C. and P.A.C. 
through the South African Communist Party and AZAPO. ’The democratic trade 
union movement, women’s organizations, community groups, and White opposi
tion groups arc all described.

In a concluding chapter on miscellaneous organizations one finds Inkatha, 
the Institute for Race Relations, the South African Council of Churches, as well 
as a discussion of the media.

white politics. ’The South African Defense Force is also

While the preceding catalogue of the contents of this work already should 
reveal its substantial value to scholars and activists alike, further mention must 
be made of how the authors have structured it to facilitate reference. Each 
analysis of a given institution or organization is preceded hy a boxed summary, 
generally of a paragraph in length, permitting quick reference for those merely 
desiring to identify the subject. Each chapter is concluded with a bibliographical 
note which not only provides references noted in the text but also describes rele
vant sources and, when appropriate, the political affiliations of said sources. 
Throughout the work, whenever an organization is mentioned it is cross- 
referenced with the page number on which the analysis of the organization itself 
appears.

The Struggle for South Africa joins a growing list of exceiient studies car
ried out by the Centre of African Studies of Eduardo Mondlane University in 
Maputo. The study was proposed by the Centre’s Director, Prof. Aquino de 
Braganca, and planned in consultation with its then Director of Research, the 
late Ruth First. It is probably a safe assumption that the authors’ sympathies
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Elizabeth Schmidt

women in South Africa, theie was a variation on the theme. The overwhelming 
significance of race was impossible to ignore. Thus, wov.en were smartly divid
ed into black and white, or English-speaking and Afrikaner whites versus Africans 
and women of mixed race and Asian descent. Within these sharp categories, dif
ferences merged into a smgle racially-circumscribed “womanness.”

In her new book. Cry Amandia! South African Women and the Question of 
Power, June Goodwin has moved beyond such simplistic dichotomies, explor
ing the vast, nuanced terrain that separates individuals of a single gender within 
and between racial groupings. A correspondent in South Africa for the Christian 
Science Monitor i 1976-1979), Goodwin tells an intensely personal story, portray
ing the pain and degradation, the anger and resistance to apartheid through the 
lives of individual South African women. An outsider and observer, Goodwin is 
able to surmount the barriers that commonly separate these women, "listening 
to the people who should be Ulking to one another," becoming a participant in 
spite of herself. (Before arriving in South Africa, she had told a friend that she 
intended "to be very objective about South Africa." In her search for "fairness, 
honesty, and truth,” she would shun "subjectivity.” But, as Goodwin writes, "That 
was the definition, not the reality.")

Goodw in's open rejection of (he role of cool, dispassionate observer, whatever 
that may be, is one of the supreme strengths of her book. It is a tribute to Good
win's sensitivity and skill that she is able to portray the infuriating human-ness 
of those white women whose inhumane attitudes and actions shock and appall, 
as well as the suffering and fortitude of those black women who heroically resist. 
But if Goodwin's account is impassioned, she cannot be accused of being unfair, 
dishonest, or untrithful. The women are telling their own stories, in their own 
words, fleslung oui Goodwin's historical account of the development of aparthei'f 
— the bantustans, influx control, the rise to power of the Afrikaner National Party, 
the enactment of increasingly stringent security laws, and throughout, mount
ing resistance to white minority rule.

lie more with the A.N.C. than with the liberal or Pan-Africanist groups they also 
describe in the study. Having acknowledged this, one can conclude that the ^t- 
ment they give all groups under discussion is soundly analytical and whatever 
critical judgments they pass are reliably sourced.

Fortunately, the freedom struggle in South Africa continues apace. New 
movements coalesce, new leaders emerge, and the balance of forces shifts. 
Despite the recent publication dates of both these works, the ensuing months have
seen-1) the extension of South African influence over the fronUme states Uuough
Nkomati and similar accords; 2) the attempt by the regime to impose the new 
"constitutional agreement"; 3) the emergence of the United DemocraUc Front 
3S the leading internal opposition to this process (and to apartheid in general); 
4) the burgeoning of anti-apartheid actions in the United States.

While the works under review here do not directly address these major evmt^ 
the resourceful reader can use them to greatly enhance the all too limit^ 
coverage gleaned from the contemporary press. For instance, in the U.D.F., wita 
its Release Mandela Campaign and its inclusion of non-racial, democratic trade 
unions one finds some of the ideological progeny of the A.N.C. and the South 
African Congress of Trade Unions. Similarly, if one wishes to understand 
AZAPO's hostile reaction to the U.D.F. invitation to Edward Kennedy to visit 
South Africa, one can refer to either of these books tor coverage both of AZ^O 
itself and of its Pan-Africanist/Black Consciousness antecedents. B'mally, both 
books (though particularly Davies, O’Meara and Dlamini) provide a sufficient
ly thorough description of the nature of the apartheid system, that after reading 
them an objective reader would have few illusions about the purported reform
ist nature of the constitutional agreements. It would be evident that alterations 
of the governmental structures represent, instead, an intensification of apartheid 
and the brutal economic exploitation which lies behind the racial oppression. Both 
books also will leave the reader assured that despite constitutional manipula- 
Uon or the Nkomati agreement, the struggle for the liberation of South Africa 
is a deep river, certain in its course.

Among the women who share their views are verligte (reformis' . Jrikaners, 
who feel that South Africa’s most compelling need is to change the image that 
blacks and foreigners have of Afrikaners, and who are willing to recast certain 
features of apartheid to ensure the survival of its basic structures. Among the 
vcrkrompte (hard-liner) Afrikaners, the wife of a Dutch Reformed minister 
avows that apartheid is God-given, and that opposition to it is the work of out
side agitators — godless communists. English-speaking whites run the gamut 
from wealthy, highly educated liberals whose interests lie in corporate board 
rooms to a banned and exiled activist who works closely with the ^th African 
liberation movement, the African National Congress.

Black women include domestic servants who work six and a half to seven 
days a week, supporting their families on $75 to $150 a month. (The official 
minimum for a family of sue in Soweto is approximately $2M a month.) Isolated 
in the white suburbs, prevented by law from living with their husbands and 
children, these women describe their relationship to their white madams: “You 
can’t be friends. You can’t eat with them; you can’t touch their food. You can’t 
touch their dishes . . . You always know: I’m an unwanted person in this house. 
They just want my strength” Members of the microscopic black middle class
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Women of South Africa Speak

Elizabeth Schmidt

June Goodwin, CRY AMANDLA! South African Women and the Question of 
Power (New York: Africans Publishing Co., division of Holmes and Meier, 1984) 
252 pp., photographs, appendices, index. $27.50 hardcover, $14 50 paper.

When women were fust hauled out of the closet, dusted off, and made respect
able subjects of scholarly inquiry, there was a tendency among new enthusiasts 
to treat them as a single homogeneous mass. Convinced of the unifying power 
of a common gender, the early pioneers tended to smooth over broad differences 
of race, class and culture, seeking instead some overarching common bond. For

Eliubelli Sohmiill is a Docloral candidale in Alrican Hialory al bin Univmily ol Wiacoosln. Madison.
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scoff at the notion that the government will succeed in its attempt to buy them 
off to foresUll revolution by giving some blacks a stake in the system. Mort
gaged houses, new cars, and televisions aside, these women express outrage and 
frustration: "Black people, whatever their work, face the same problem, white 
racism.” Climbing up the social ladder, they find the top rungs removed. It s 
the undermining of the brain because of the color of one's skin. It s a question 
of racially-based salary differentials - the white person “who knows nothing 
but earns more," and of human dignity - the Afrikarwrs who “don t see blacte 
as human lieings ... If they had their way, they would just cut off black hands 
and let the hands work for them and do away with the blacks

And finaUy, there is Thenjie Mtintso, the black acUvist turned revolutionary, 
whose saga forms the backbone of Goodwin's book. Bit by bit, the story of her 
imprverished childhood and political aw akening unfolds, weaving in and out of 
the other accounts, bringing the reader back again and again to the fundanoen- 
tal issue, that of amandin - power. It is in the struggle for political power that 
a commonaUty between these women finally emerges. The quest for power, not 
gender identity, binds them together, in both alliance and opposition.

.At the conclusion of June Goodwin's moving book, one is left with a feeling 
that there should ha- e been more. Unanswered questions linger. In her introduc
tion Goodwin writes, "1 spoke to men and women, but 1 wrote about the wo^em 
They were representative of more than themselves and close to the heart of the 
society " Because Goodwin does not elaborate, one is not quite certain what she 
means. Throughout the book, the subject of gender is remarkably down play^. 
While women's subordinate social and economic status I relative to men in the 
same racial group) is acknowledged, Goodwin maintains that "educated black 
women complain little about their lot as women because color is a more insis
tent issue." That may well be. Yet, one wonders why women were chosen to tell 
the story, rather than women p.nd men. If these women share no common roire 
and interests, why are their stories groupet together? If they are motivated by 
forces and organize around issues that are different from those that activate men, 
Goodwin does not clearly spell this out.

Just as the issue of gender is somewhat obscured, the issue of class seems 
to lurk in the shadows. While the disparity in power is most obviously a racial 
one in South Africa, class struggle, like racial conflict, is a fundamental motive 
force in that society, seems to be a strong, though unacknowl^ged, cor- 
relation between the views espoused by the women in Goodwin's book and their 
socioeconomic class. Yet, these relationships remain largely une^lored^

Finally, Goodwin notes that women of mixed ancestry and Asian d^nt have 
been left out of her story, not because they play an insignificant role in the political 
arena, but because the major power centers are African and Afnkaner. Ce^inly 
these voices are important ones, and their absence is unfortunate. Nonethrfess, 
one cannot fault an author for failing to include everything in a single book. The« 
criticisms aside, Goodwin's book is highly recommended and the next install
ment eagerly awaited.

Race in South Africa and Elsewhere:
Is The Comparison Real?

Richard W. Sales

Hendrick W. Van der Merwe and Robert Shrire, Eds., RACE AND ETHNICI
TY: South African & International Perspectives <CapeTown: David Philip, 1960; 
fTotowa, N.J.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1981) pp. 237, $12.95 (paper).

Did you ever wonder how university-trained people within South Africa 
manage to live in that situation? How do idealists of apartheid argue in an inter
national forum, or even justify to themselves the oppression in their own coun
try? How do the ‘publishable’ internal opponents of apartheid phrase their op
position and what sorts of alternatives to ‘one person, one vote’ do they offer?

In the South Africa of the seventies, which is well-represented in this volume, 
it was (and still is) illegal even to discuss the possibility of the coming revolu
tion by force. Perhaps to an American such a situation might suggest people had 
little to talk about. But to the contrary, as the boundaries of debate have nar
rowed, the unearthing of distinctions and minute strategies .seems endless. 
Because I lived in the South Africa of the sbtUes, much of the rhetoric of the seven
ties sounds strangely, even compellingly, familiar as I wade through this bo(^. 
For race and the politics of race are completely endemic in South Africa.

For me Mlahleni Njisane strikes the right note when he says, “When people 
define situations they also construct their >wn reality” (p. 98) It was very ap
parent to me during thirteen years’ residet ce in South Africa how effectively 
the government of that country had forced pfcx:«>e there to live, eat and drink 
race. This obsession has been weU-documented in the p^csa. .it volume. It was voic
ed in a more specifically African way in an earlier volume edited by van der 
Merwe entitled African Perspectives tm South Africa (Cape Town: David Philip, 
1978) in which ‘homeland leaders’ and some others spoke of their own dissatisfac
tions and preoccupations. In this volume there are but three African voices; 
Mlahleni Njisane reports on why the Transkei experiment did not and essential
ly could not work; Ellen Khuzwayo. one of the original Committee of Ten in 
Soweto, discusses the necessary preconditions for effective relief work in Soweto; 
and Gibson Thula of Inkatha, by giving the Inkatha constitutional arguments, 
proposes voluntary power-sharing and an ideal society. To me these are literate, 
persuasive speakers, living out of an artificial reality constructed for them by 
their government, a reality that woidd not exist without that government, and 
thus, in the wider world context, an illusion.

Conservative approaches to race are to be found in articles by J.L. Boshoff, 
D A. Kotze and Eddie Brown, who speaks for the South African Bureau of Racial 
Affairs (SABRA), while the South African ‘liberal' opinions are voiced by Johan
nes Deganaar, David Welsh and Renb de Villiers, who represents the South 
African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR).
Richard W. Sales wmr a resident cf South Africa for over thirteen years as a missionary of the United Chtrch 
Board for World Ministries, worting with the Congregational Church of Southern Africa. Subaequent to 
the refusal of the South African government to renew his visa he has worked in Botswana and brnbia.
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parts, the first of which is theoretical, the middle spMifically on *“itotion

's5?.S;?.r£iHssE€s,s£ra
ES.'Srsit—
in these^er countries seem to have only the titles race’ or •ethnicity in com-

titled 'Overview', to attempt to descrihe the connection tetwwn ^ inl^tioral 
problems in group relations and what is happening in ^utt f'®
makes a valiant attempt, but, in my view, fails to “‘®*>lish a fira co^Uon. 
After describing countries where group nghts issues are 
ly, Canada, Belgium and “many developing countries, she admitsftat in none 
of these is the whole force of law against accomodaUon, as it is in South Afrm^

I would want to go further. In no other country is the group in question 80% 
of the population, without basic human rights, and totaliy without effective voice 
in its own governing. In no other country is found the unsightly scaffolding of 
an edifice of doubtful value productive of thousands of infant deaths, ^
deaths in detention, and the movement of millions from their homes, sometimes

utProtesor Carter makes one further essay in the dircctionof normalcy 
She says the basic question is: "Can group and ethmc identity be 
if policies of separation give way gradually to a more open ’
Inihis respect ^e writes as if she believes that the forcts of 
industriali^on and urbanisation that.. . permeate its society ® "f

tS,' tolriS d'hat CBhhUT b^y «« “ “
that invSment and 'fair employment codes' will bring about Je shouW
be very suspicious that these reports emanate from governmental source 
themselves. For the truth is that industry in South Africa wants ^h^ and 
ultimately discardable labor force. That is what industry wants 
it is possible in South Africa where labor has no standing in law, apart from the

'^'*l'd»yy"shar'e^'professor Carter's hope that amelioration will come about

the horrendous bloodbath so many have predicted for so long is another step closer 
to reality.

The Political System in South Africarace

Leslie Rubin

Leonard Thompson and Andrew Prior, SOUTH AFRICAN POLmCS (New 
Haven, London: Yale University Press, 19821,255 pages, cloth, $25.00, paper, $5.95.

int) has made it a
unique twentieth century phenomenon; in this modem, industrialized, 
technologically advanced country, skin color is the criterion that determines a 
person's access to political power, social status and economic opportunity, thus 
enabling a white minority — about one-sixth of the total population — to 
monopolize effeetive political, economic and military power. Recent 
developments have persuaded South Africa's rulers to look beyond its borders 
for new ways to ensure that this system will endure. South Africa has now emerg
ed as a regional superpower in southern Africa; while continuing to repress its 
own black majority, the regime is also imposing its will upon the indepndent 
African states on its borders.

'niere is constant scrutiny of the system as it moves to and fro between reform 
and repression, and growing concern about its international implications, so it 
is not surprising that, in recent years, there has been a flood of publications deal
ing with various aspects of the South African situation. They cover a wide range, 
in topic, purpose, and approach; some are serious historical, sociological and 
political studies, others apologias or polemics, a few, emotional reactions to cruel
ty and injustice. Taken together they reflect recognition that South Africa's pro
blems concern the rest of the world.

This is one of the latest in the long list. The authors have produced, in a suc
cinct form, an analysis of political power which takes into account historical and 
social factors, as well as external influences. The reader is told, in six clearly 
written, logically arranged chapters, how South Africa is governed and ad
ministered, how the white political parties developed and what their policies are, 
how the bla-k majority has responded to its enforced subordination, what the 
external pressures are, and how the regime reacts to them.

An introduciion summarizes government arguments justifying apartheid and 
states the case of those who oppose it, and throughout the book differing views 
on various matters are aired. But the authors do not balk at unequivocal conclu
sions. Here are some examples: the South African system is' 'a racial oligarchy 
or pigmentocracy”; it is “a legalized tyranny comparable to that in the Soviet 
Union"; there is no doubt that “South Africa is a police state in the precise sense 
of that phrase" and is “becoming a thoroughly militarized state"

The final chapter explains why South Africa is almost universally condemned, 
traces the growth of opposition to its policies, discusses economic sanctions as 
an instrument for change, and ventures a cautious prognostication of future 
developments. When the Nationalist Party came to power in 1948, the new policy 
of apartheid began to transform the social structure; separation of the races was 
more rigidly defined and, with the aid of a massive police-state apparatus, more

South Africa's system of apartheid (separate devel

Leslie Rubin, now living in retirement and exile in SanU Monica, California, was the last Senator to repre-
this token, indirect and limited poiiticelsent the bUck pofMlatkn in the South African pari 

right of black South Africans was removed by the Nationalist Party in I9S-
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ruthlessly enforced. But the authors argue that the world-wide opposition is due

SX'“=‘S.=.“—s
^tican revolution by supporting the national liberation movem^ents; the ^owth

northern border; groups of refugees from the repression of a^r^eid have 
fervent and persistent anti-South African lobbies in many Afncan, Euro-

*** to" auSore'dracribTthe increasing world attention '■t"nret
poUcies after the war. TOe United Nations repeatedly passed resoluboiB at
oriv condemnatory, later calling for diplomatic and economic acUon, by 1966
there was a permanent Unit on Apartheid which kept events “"f
“eady stream of publications. When the OrganizaUon oi Mnren f^
ed in 1963 third w^d opposiUon gained momentum. Bm the effect on
was minimal she wa7pr^ected by the friendly neighboring white regime and
Uie liberation movements received little material aid from Moscow and Peking.
Furthermore! the western powers, including the
for economic and strategic reasons to challenge Pretoria.

boidered by three sutes “with a profound desire to eradicate the last racist

^""AccOTdL'g to ul^^aclTthishKik is “based on data and the scholarehjM 
the earlv 19M’s " (In fact it refers to some events in 19811. least thra 
developments since it was published have altered tte ^uth 
significantly: (11 the implemenUtion of the new consbtution with Colour^ and
Indians represented in a three<hamber parliament. (2) the emergence of effec-

community.

taken place since

South Africa: A minority View

Dalvan S. Coger
become L.H. Gann and Peter Duignan, WHY SOUTH AFRICA WILL SURVIVE (New 

York: St. Martin's Press, 1981) 312 pp., $27.50.

Gann and Duignan are historians on the staff of the Hoover Institution at 
Stanford University. TOey establish their position on the academic spectrum on 
the first page. Sharing with the Reagan administration the view that encourag
ing change in Soutfi Africa is preferable to supporting revolution, their motto 
is “all power to the moderates.” At the same time, they are never simply 
apologists for the current government of that deeply divided land.

■TOe conventional view of the Afrikaner dominated Nationalist Party is that 
the verligte/verkrampte division is meaningless. In terms of instituting changes 
in racial policies, again in the conventional view from outside South Africa, 
verligte policies are too little and too late. Ifie authors, using a historical ap
proach, argue that the nature of Nationalist attitudes is the result of historical 
forces. TTie values of the party far from being fixed are changing as the nation 
changes from a primarily agricultural economy to a balanced one. Hie broad 
knowledge of the authors in their field leads them to some interesting analogies. 
They aigue, for example, that the Nationalist party of the 1930s had much in com
mon with the Eastern European peasant parties of this century “led by country 
born intellectuals, anti-urban in orientation, anti-Semitic in outlook." (p. 21) By 
contrast, the Nationalist Party of today has come to terms with the modern world. 
Afrikaners who are businessmen, professionals and skilled workers have different 
attitudes than those held by their fathers. The same process that has produced 
large farms in Canada and the United States, with the consequent flow of surplus 
population to the cities, has occurred in South Africa. Nevertheless the authors 
assert, the populist tradition dies hard and the party remains more populist than 
its opposition.

Since most of the critical writing on South Africa accepts as a “given” the 
reactionary nature of Afrikaner political philosophy, this view adds a new dimen
sion to our understanding. TOe authors argue that the “establishment" itself has 
evolved and would define race relations differently than they would have a genera
tion ago.

DiIvm M. Coser a Associate Profasor of HUlory at Mompliis SUte University. Memphis. Tennessee.
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Dalvan S. Coger

=S:rSjrJ?r^sS!r?“=KS "ff “™ «.^X=.fc s,

SL mo^ they ” “« Sou*

ISsSsHlxrlSis^
are overwhelmingly Reformed, though other faiths are represOTted m that ^p_ 
rn lfSeyw, tor example, was a Baptist. Byers Naude whow banmn^rto 
was lift^in September, 1984, is not the only pastor from the Reformed Chui^ 
to diL^ with the esUhlishment, Hie Refomed cler» »n by no means umver-

the way The authors seem to believe that Afrikaner politicians are Irathng m

!as:rK:s'SSTs;=ss^rsis;
to neeotiate disarmament with the Russians. Kennedy s answer was, Show measTSrvr™?£»"='KKriS=ri"„j^riE&"rrssss“r“i“^^
sr;t^rss:s^?s2.“p:«“"
the particularistic nationalism of Zulu or Xhosa tribal nationalism, is com
paratively new.

The dilemma posed by the political situation for African leaders is shared 
by reformers, black and white, ^nuine change will require both groups to move 
toward a position of compromise, and both will have to bear attacks from the 
extremists of their own race. Nationalists are moving away from the extremes 
of Verwoerdian apartheid, but dare not move too rapidly. Black Africans follow 
leaders such as Chief Buthelezi, but any black leader who eschews violence courts 
attackfromtheANCasa “stooge of the whites.” Black Africans, to their credit, 
have stayed away from the ANC movement since it began to advocate violence. 
Nevertheless, men like Chief Buthelezi and Bishop Tutu, and leaders of the black 
labor movement, find themselves in a severely uncomfortable position. A South 
African friend reports a joke told there that ‘ ‘the order of succession in the South 
African government is Botha, Botha, Buthelezi.” Unfortunately, any substan
tial concessions to Buthelezi by the South African government would arouse new 
hostility from the ANC, and from the anti-Zulu elements among the black, such 
as the Xhosa, not to mention President Botha’s opponents on the far right.

Communist influence in the revolutionary movement that has gathered out
side South Africa's borders is of particular concern to scholars in North America. 
It is even more a matter of concern to the South African government Gann and 
Duignan argue that both Pretoria and the South African Communist Party, each 
for its own reasons, exaggerate the importance of the Marxists, asserting that 
an “impending Marxist revolution in &uth Africa should be consigned to the 
realms of political fable.” (p. 229) Since the argument is regularly ad anced in 
the United States that by our failure to push for faster reforms in South Africa 
we are giving the Russians leadership by default, the authors’ conclusions are 
interesting.

In a discussion of the prospects for an urban armed struggle in the Republic, 
the authors point to parallels with other urban guerrilla campaigns of the re
cent past and find the South African situation quite different. The development 
of separate townships, of which Soweto is the best known, isolated from white 
cities, with long straight streets which armored cars could easily dominate with 
good fields of fire are contrasted with the crooked streets and mixed residential 
areas of Algiers. Again, in any guerrilla campaign, the end may be hastened when 
the ruling group lose the will to rule: witness Czarist Russia or Batista’s Cuba. 
In South Africa the ruling group is confident and efticient. There are few dissi
dent whites active in the anti-government organization: Joe Slovo and a few other 
Communists, and they are outside of South Africa, in the ANC bureaucracy. The 
white papulation residing in South Africa that opposes the government vigorously 
rather than simply supporting the official opposition (the Progressives), is not 
large and is essentially middle-class, containing churchmen and university pro
fessors among others. One can predict that when a really serious crisis arises 
they will support the status quo rather than chance anarchy. Most would, in any 
event, be incapable of providing leadership, even if they were not reluctant to 
sacrifice their position in society to a foolhardy action, vnim I visited South Africa 
in July 19831 had a conversation with a prominent member of the Institute of 
Race Relations. He was a scholarly critic of the government: the officials listened 
to him. He remarked to me, when we were alone, that he would hate to be white 
if there was a general revolution in South Africa but he would hate even more 
to be black when the counter-revolution began rolling.
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with this otasolution is not on the cards. One-man/one- 
vote is not a realistic goal; to solve ethnic conflicU, South Afnca will 
have to institutionalise group rights. While democracies can allow 
power to pass from party to party, ethmcally and racially diverse

Historians are wise never to forecast the future teyond a few 
nd Duignan make a good case for the probable continuity of

=-,f=K'=‘,S‘ »"Sj£S
achievement of the end of colonial rule, at which point Arab may

more sullen and would be viewed with greater suspicion by®"
tehin^e mwe'by the S^uthXcan government to 

d^e the ANC bases out of Lesotho and Mozambiq^

c^e'mto existence in one insUnce and not in another. Sociologist., may write 
lear^ly of the same phenomenon. But in the end, such qualities as decency 
love of jJlstice and generosity are vital. Those qualiUes do not lend themse v 
to analysis or quantification.

The Economy of South Africa Surveyed:

Options for Change Explored

Aaron Segal

JiU Natrass, THE SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY: Its Growth and Change (Cape 
Town, New York: Oxford University Press, 1981) 328 pp., $24.95 (hardcover)

The strengths and weaknesses and dynamic nature of the South African 
economy are clearly outlined in this book which is a text intended for first year 
South African university students. The charts and tables are excellent in this 
readable and useful introduction. Three chapters on the labor force provide a 
cogent explanation of the evolution of racial differences in the distribution of in
come and an outline of recent trends. The chapters on mining, agriculture, and 
industrialization are also explanatory and empirical with a solid dose of economic 
history. The appalling failure of African agriculture, the importance of govern
ment policies, and *' oohisticated character of the industrial, mining, and rinan-

ed. Although there is no discussion of external trade 
id chapter on the economies of the black states 

their economic non-viability and fundamental

Ganna

cial sectors are Wf 
with southern /
(Homelands) i. 
dependence on South /ui ica.

The author teaches economics at the University of Natal and concludes by 
making the case for a reformed capitalism option which includes political power
sharing, racial and spatial income distribution to favor blacks, and other 
measures to encourage black trade unions, education and training, entrepreneur- 
ship, and economic and social mobility. She contends.that socialism in South 
Africa would invariably mean bureaucratic state capitalism with a toss in 
economic efficiency and more authoritarianism. “Neither of these options 
(socialist centralized state, totalitarian capitalism) are likely to offer anything 
of substance to those excluded from the very narrowly based power structure, 
who are, in fact, likely to form an ever increasing majority in the population."

Natrass underlines that improvement during the 1970s primarily reached 
urban blacks, leaving even further behind the rural poor and migrant labor. Her 
study is an effective analysis of how the South African economy works based 
on thorough and balanced data-gathering. Her espousal of reformed capitalism 
is sober and sensible but it may be too little, too late.

Aaron Sega) is Professor of Polilical Science and Direciw of the Center for Inlef-American Studies at the 
University of Texas at El Paso.
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Enduring Robben island

Copies of articles 

from this publication are 

now available from the 

UMl Article Clearinghouse.

Peter LaSalle

Indres Naidoo, as toW to Albie Sachs, ROBBEN ISLAND: Ten Years as a PoUUcal 
Prisoner In South Africa’s Most Notorious PenitenUary (New York: Random 
House, 1863) pp. 278, paper, $6.95.

S'weral times in this personal account of a decade of political incarceration 
in South Africa, prison offlcials spout the ready-made line to prisoners, “This 
isn’t a five-star hotel, you know.” In this context the retort becomes like an old 
joke that gets even funnier each time you hear it. Now, it may seem strange to 
begin a review of a book that does indeed catelogue so much inhumanity (from 
electric shock torture to cruel psychological game-playing that shatters men's 
minds) with a note on the humor. But I think that it is just that element that makes 
this book so unique.

Indres Naidoo, a South African of Indian descent, was a member of [/mkhonto 
we Sirwe: “Spear of the Nation.” The group is an armed wing of the African 
National Congress, and it was formed under the leadership of Nelson Mandela. 
Arrested in 1963 while attempting to blow up a rail line signal box, Naidoo even
tually found himself on Robben Island, home of an infamously harsh prison camp 
only miles from the resort hotels of the Cape penins la. ITiis account of that 
sentence was written in collaboration with exiled South African attorney Albie
Sachs in London, where Naidoo has Uved in exile as an ANC speaker and organizer
for the past several yer-s.

’The bulk of the book is divided into two sections: “The Chains Bound” and 
“The Chains Loosened.” As the titles suggest, there was a progression toward 
omewhat better condiUons in the course of Naidoo’s ten years, brought about, 

be emphasizes, through organized resistance within the camp on the part of 
poliUcal prisoners. The situation he first found there spoke true horror: gang 
warfare among the common-law — as opposed to the political — inmates en
couraged by the authorities to spawn division-, Alsatian dogs brought in to nip 
at the heels and chase running prisoners to the daily hard labor of smashing stones 
at the scorching cpiarry; warders wielding bullwhips to keep prisoners pushing 
a massive grass roller that took fifty bodies to move, one warder urinating on 
a man when he asked for water: “No, I won’t give you water, I’U give you whisky, 
the very best.” But then came the hunger strikes organized by Naidoo and other 
ANC members. Their protests earned sports leagues and occasional films, items 
that the officials agreed to in a show of token response to the complaints of foreign 
governments and amnesty groups that had heard word of the island’s excesses.

III h.iL'k the eniipnii t- .-li'Wple.i.M

Yfes' I would like »o know more »bout UMl Article ClunnBhf' 
I am interested in electronic orderinj through the following 
systemis):
□ DIALOC/Dialorder
□ OnTyme

n ITT Dialcom 
□ OCLC ILL Subsystem

□ Other (please specifyl------------ ---------- ------------
□ I am interested in sending my order by mail,
□ Please send me your current caUlog and user instructions for 

the systemisl I checked above.

Inflitolion'Ct
Department- Mail to:

L'ciivenity Mien
300 North Zeeb 
Ann Arbor. Ml 4 Road. Boa 91City. 48106

PhoncI
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Naidoo’s true sensiUvity to the plights of these men makes many of the book s 
individual passages read like poems in themselves. In one he describes a prisoner 
so obsessed with bringing music into his liU that he works for a year making 
a saxophone of sorts out of molded seaweed and scraps of cork, paper, and tin. 
Or, Naidoo expressing a stolen joy for h' comrades: “SometimK specially 
on a lovely summer's day while we were pushing barrows through the sand or 
chopping stones, we would see something moving around m the water, and all 
of a sudden we would notice water shooUng up - and there would be a whale 

# We saw schools of whales playing this way and that, as well as porpoises and 
dolphins jumping and sporting. We loved watching them, it was a change of scene, 
something free and playful; a little happening that made an enormous impres
sion on us ” There is even compassion here for the warders themselves. Many 
are crewcut oafs raised as orphans and lured to the island with tempting ads 
promising good opportunity, then stuck there without wiv« or fmale compa
nions neatly dispi^ of by a society that really has no other place for them.

In a final section of the book, “From the Island," Naidoo and others are be
ing processed for final release In Johannesburg. They meet several young men 
from the Black Consciousness Movement who are about to be sent to R^“oe" 
Island, and the men cauUously ask how they should conduct then^lves. Nai^ s 
group tells them,"... to remember, each and every day, that they are political 
prisoners fighUng for a just cause, that they must always stand togetner and never 
lose sight of their goal” Sound, inspiring advice, but maybe Naidoo should have 
emphasized what 1 mentioned above - that som-times it takes humor as well 
to survive And, believe me, it is here, reflected not only in Naidoo s narrative 
voice, which flows chattily, never shying away from a chance for a huinorous 
jab but also in Naidoo's descriptions of how he and his comrades can contin^l- 
ly joke through it all, seeing the little ironies and proving that in the end they 
are not the beaste the racist government wants to portray them^; they are still 
Utterly human, with dignity maintained that can let a man s. a. au^.

The humor blossoms fully in that wonderful little final sen; n. From me 
Island.” In fact, the prose here is as detailed: nd as masterfully paced as that 
in a good novel. A giddy tone prevails now that they have bec<. dcVvered from 
the land of punitive darkness and into the blindingly brigh. leal world, a place 
that has changed almost as if through the unbelie-, able metamorphoses of a 
strange dream. The recounting shifts, wisely, to the present tense at this point, 
to echo the happily nervous immediacy. They whiz through the citiffi in 
van and they wonder, "Where are the bloody miniskii is?" They had read ataut 
them in newspapers smuggled into their celU over the years: "... but the skirts
we see are long, near the ground, they had gone up, up, and up. . .and now they
had gone all the way down again. " They see their first hippies. Tliey gawk at 
the new model cars.

And it seems almost as if they get scared to think that possibly they 
dreaming, as they move so close to seeing their waiting loved on^ again. But. 
most importantly, they know they have not been broken. They are alive and more 
determined than ever to carry on their struggle for freedom for all of those m 
the larger prison — their tortured country.

more Poems of Rage from South Africa

Soren Johnson

Oswald Mtshali, FIREFLAMES, (Pietermaritzburg: Shooter and Shooter, Ltd.; 
Westport, Conn., Lawrence Hill & Company, 1980), 63 pp., $6.95.

It seems a commonplace that second books are disappointing. Oswald 
Mtshali's Fireflames ir. no exception. In many cases our disappointment is of 
our own making — we expect to be startled by unfamiliarity, we expect to see 
a second first book, we expect something the writer could never give us. In the 
case of Fireflames, our disappointment is of another tdnd; despite some fine lines, 
and a few satisfyingly integrated poems, the book as a whole gives only the ef
fect of rage, and a particularly rhetorical rage at that.

In the foreword to Sounds of a Cowhide Drum (first pubi tied in Johannesburg 
in 1971), Nadine Gordimer commented that a few of Mt'hali’s poems were mar
red by “The grandiose invocation, 'literary' image, trite phrase.” She went on: 
"His best work is unadorned. It stands clear in the surety of his verbal magic, 
at home in his own vocabulary. ” That first book was distinguished by many brief, 
ironic, understated poems. The images were local, definite, and beautiful (if often 
properly brutal); and the poems were marked with a deceptive simplicity which 
was the product of a great sophistication. Nine years later, Mtshali has 42 poems 
to publish, most of them long, most of them “adorned,” most of them “gran
diose” and rhetorical. Too many of them tell us the moral, tell us we are shock
ed, rather than letiii-.J us discover the shock ourselves.

The poems In Fireflames can be divided into three categories: There are 
the personal poei.is, the general poems of nature and society (four of them transla
tions from the work of Zulu writers), and the political poems. The first are the 
least interesting - not that Mtshali does not have a fine eye for the everyday, 
not that he hasn't had a life more full of drama than most of his readers, but 
because he tries to generalize for us, instead of presenting the particular and 
leaving the reader to decide if this is a general truth or not. For example, in “The 
nude body of my brother, Ben,” he moves from the personal “the lips now burn
ed and scorched/once smiled and kissed our beloved mother” to the abstraet; 

Whether we are in the mid-sea of our struggle, 
there must be no stopping:
the voyage of your contumacious nature lies above
the furloughs of the future,
the manifold cries of children are reduced
to a state of wandering waifs and strays in tlie whole wide wonJ.

This stanza reflects all that is disappointing in Fireflames. Mtshali seems to think 
that serious thoughts can only be expressed polysyllabically, that abstractions 
are more effective than specifics. (Compare this with poems like “An Abandon
ed Bundle” or “The Birth of Chaka” from his first book. Both of those earlier

are
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poems are moving precisely because there IS no rhetoric, few big words
Smtion of the reader.) And, how could one not notice, cringe a little at, the 
alliteration? It seems every time in Firellames that Mtshali needs a rhetontal 
device, he chooses alliteration. In “Flames of fury” we are told to "reject the 
pernicious pack of lies," and a few lines later to “bellow like a buU bnsUing with 
massive power." This device becomes annoving very quickly. .And so do the in
versions in word order, the archaic diction, and those polysyllables

The only poems in the collection which try to be beautiful are the general 
ones The translation of “Stars” from the original Zulu of Nichodemus Zungu 
recalls the precise aestheti' of Mtshali’s early poems.

They glitter, 
they glisten, 
they shimmer, 
they sparkle.
They are an attractive regalia.

We, too, must shine like them; 
we must sparkle like them; 
let us shine near and far.
During our time here on earth, 
let us be an attra Hive regalia.

Lao.have tbe political poems. Of course all the poems Mtshali wntes are 
political in one sense or another — how could an honest poet from South Africa 
write anything else? The ones I'm concerned with here are the ones which sound 
more like speeches at a political rally than poems. These are cruel, harsh; they 
are roars, rather than the quieter vitriol of his earlier poems. The anger may 
be necessary, and 1 sympathize, hut it doesn't make very satisfying poetry on 
the page. In the mout^ of a Malcolm X or an Albert Luthuli these might work, 
but on paper — no! It leads us into painful clicbes:

The Big Grey Bear brandishes 
its hammer and sickle claws, 
it flashes its yellow-stained fangs 
and nicks its gigantic Red sputnik tongue 
at the rufned and ailing Eagle, 
whose beak is blunted, whose wir-

no overt

more moving Fiction

from IMadine Gordimer
Peter LaSalle

Nadine Gordimer, A SOLDIER'S EMBRACE: Stories (New York: Penguin 
Books, 1982), pp. 144; M.95 (paper). Original U S. publication: New York: Vik
ing Press, 1980, $8.95 (hardcover).

South African Nadi. Tordimer seemed to be at tbe peak of her literary 
powers in her last novel, July's People. The short book, about a black servant 
hiding his former while employers back in his village after a people's revolution 
in South Africa, was a masterful study of the haunting complexity of race rela
tions in a country that has been rendered one of the strangest in the world due 
to its government's policy of apartheid.

This story collection, A Soldier's Embrace, is Gordimer's first book since 
,Iuly's People, and its strongest, and longest, piece treats the same subject. Called 
"Town and Country Lovers,” it actually is composed of two separate tales, simply 

labeled “One " and “Two. " In tbe first, an Austrian geologist who has spent his 
life as a loner and bach lor by choice comes to a South African city to work for 
a few years. Buying razoi jlades in a supermarket, he meets a “coloured” young 
woman who is employed as a cashier, and soon he quietly invites her to live with 
him secretly in his apartment. In the second, an Afrikaner boy plays with his 
black companions at his family's farm, but unlike other such boys he doesn't 
learn that at about the age of twelve the races are expected to separate, and his 
former black chums are expected to call him baosie — little master. Home from 
his boarding school as a teenager during vacations, he carries on a hushed af
fair with a black girl he has known since childhtxid.

The solid impact of both sequences comes in the juxtaposition of the 
tenderness of the! ive with the clinical cruelty of what eventually happens when 
local police step in. They raid the town lovers with a loud rap on the door in the 
middle of the night. They take the geologist's bedclothes “for signs of his seed” 
and escort the yo ng woman off to the district surgeon's office, where he examines 
her on a "white-sheeted high table"' "with "a cold hard insliument ' For the coun
try lovers a baby, obviously of mcially mixed parentage, is born, then dies unex
pectedly of a high fever. The police hear word of it, investigate, dig up the baby's 
corpse, and, obsessed with miscegenation, charge the teenage boy with murdering 
the child. Each affair has a br.ef epilogue of sorts with a trial. Each ends up as 
fodder for the Sunday papers in the country; they seem to relish dishing out 
moralizing reports of how such activity is the kind of thing all parties involved 
regret in the end — whether or not that is the case.

clipped .
(“The dawn of a new era”)
That isn't even very useful politically. ..............

But my disappointment must be tempered with realism. The situation in 
southern Africa is painful, full of bitterness. Oswald Mtshali is a fine writer, and

powerfully as he uid in “The Birth of Chaka:”
Ancestors forged 
his muscles into 
thongs as tough 
as wattle hark 
and nerves 
as sharp as 
syringe thorns.
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I think the overall structure of the story, using two episodes, works eff«- 
tivelv to reinforce the idea that such sadnesses are a way of life with apartheid;

ing The editors should be congratulated on bringing out a piece with the social 
=‘"‘‘&X™t1:^-Stitleone,
on the day a cease-fire is signed in an embattled white-ruled African country. 
It ends with the woman protagonist and her lawyer husband, whites who are cim- 
sidered liberaU, feeling quite lost as they leave the land that me^t so much to 
them "Oral History” is a tragic account of a tribal chief s downfall. In his sim
ple and friendly village - neighbors often walk ten miles to attend the congenial 
Lturday night "beer-drinks” there - the conflict between local rebels and a 
government’s white soldiers disrupts the scene. It leads the chief to betrayal and 
tte eventual suicide of hanging himself by kicking his bicycle out from un^r 
him after he has secured the noose to a tree. In stories like Siblings and ^ine 
Did ” Gordimer gives us, as she often has, the every day lives of white^^th 
Africans; here we have a teenage girl, who appears to have everyithing, drop
ping out” and a lonely mistress in bed wondering about her married lover s oto 
girlfriends. The stories remind again how close the middle-class lif«tyle ttere 
is to that in the United States - how Westernized, and often utterly hollow, it 
can be. A little gem of a story, “The Termitary,” is simply an affMtionate 
reminiscence, the material probably close to Gordimer’s own backeeund. It tells 
of the goodness of a mother in a white family living in a South African mining 
town in the thirties. The detail, touchingly exact, gently describes thi^ tim<s 
in a termite-plagued house with its upright Steinway, Axminster carpeting, and 
a child’s sickbed pastimes of “a whole roll of comics tied with a newsagent s
^‘^‘VsmriSS■^r;L^“l=onGordimer’susualstr^ 
graceful prose and seek to experiment, using, for example, techniques of shif
ting voice V. disparate scene delivered at a staccato pace. I suppose that any 
experiment is to be heralded in this time of increasingly prrfictabl^omm^ 
cialprosc coming from the major publishers. However. Gordimer need
to hunt for new quirks of style and structure to get at the workings of the human 
heart - especially those workings in her own country, a place for which her heart 
has shown so much deep affection, and frequently understandable sorrow, m over 
a dozen volumes of significant fiction.

Life as Art: Ethnography as Literature

lisa Schuster

Marjorie Shostak, NISA: The Life and Words of a !Kung Woman (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1981) 402pp. Index. $20.00.

The challenge of anthropological fieldwork is to learn the inner logic and 
values of a culture different from ine’s own in order to see the world through 
the eyes of the members of the foreign culture. Participant-observation is thus 
the basic methodology. Some degree of personal involvement is inevitable given 
the rigors of this methodology, but the intensity of involvemei. 
anthropologist's personality and his empathy with the culture-bearers. Empathy 
drives him into often painful confrontations with his own values, ethics and world 
view, as he struggles with those of the other culture. Deep fieldwork has the poten
tial for the intense subjectivity of the artistic experience. This aspect of fieldwork 
usually gets lost given the humdrum requirements of respectable ethnography; 
ordering, analyzing and writing up masses of data in a manner of interest to col
leagues. Given the requirements of objective scientific presentation, solid 
ethnography rarely achieves artistic distinction, nor is it intended to do so. Yet 
occasionally an anthropologist is moved by the power of personal experience, 
its harshness and its beauty, to feel equally bound to convey the marriage of ob
jective facts with subjective experience. He wants his ethnography to breathe 
with life. When desire is combined with talent, ethnographic writing can be com
pelling literature.

The literary impulse among anthropologists — the desire to authenticate emo
tional landscape as well as social structural and cultural phenomena and set them 
in a well described physical environment — is sometimes channelled into the 
anthropological novel. For example, alongside her academic articles. Laura 
Bohannan published Return to Laughter as Elenore Smith Bowen, lliis approach 
seems lo me schizophrenic, a denial of the validity of the subjective-objective 
dynamic. Other anthropologists with a similar commitment to ethnography as 
literature, such as Oscar Lewis, use an extended case history approach. Lewis’ 
method in Children of Sanchez and La Vida, for example, is to concentrate. 
Rashomon-like, on the biographies of members of a single family. He achieves

ries with the
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We know little of their representatives, and nothing of the macrocontext which

^"The'^rragth of^ ShM'Sk’s study is that she succeeds in combining literary 
talent with the®rigorous participant-observation of a
eads like a gripping novel. Shostak demonstrates deep insight into both tte ^r- 

temporary anthropologists have come to understand, analyze and interpret

n^somet^rd^SheKalahari Desert IKunghaveevok^^^^
in researchers. The beautiful accounts of the Marshall family - Eliiateth s The 
Harmless People and John’s film “The Hunters, for example, set » high ar
tistic standard. The more recent studies of the Harvard Univeisity gro“P 
Richard Lee and Irven DeVore and their students set m equally high scientific 
standard. Shostak builds on his body of research in presenting Nisa s hfe, hy srt- 
tmg it in the context of tradition and change. She explains ^e ways m which Nim 
is fypical, those in which she is an i"?ividual per^naht^ she prrae^ the 

problems in interpreting and understandmg Nim s “n^“™^and

sru

accessible to students, should be made available.

Publications and Films

1. The latest publications from the United Nohons Centre Against Apartheid 
NOTES AND DOCUMENTS series are: No. 4/84 “The case for South Africa's 
Expulsion from International Psychiatry,” by Rachel Jewkes (36 pp.) and No. 
5/84 "Torture and Long Term Imprisonment: Physical and Psychological Ef
fects," by Anthony Storr (11pp.). For more information concerning specific titles 
or request to receive the series should be directed to your nearest UN Informa
tion Centre. In the US the address is 2101 L Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20037.

2. The World Policy Institute has published the fourth edition of its Peace and 
World Order Studies: The Guide explores curricular and pedagogical approaches 
to problems of war and the arms rare, widespread poverty, human rights viola
tions and environment deterioration. PEACE AND WORLD ORDER STUDIES 
highlights over 60 basic courses developed by North American educatc-rs in 
peacemaking and non-violent conflict resol 'ion, political economy and relateu 
issues. This valuable lesource also contains a selected list of funding sources, 
and case study articles on the development of over 35 major peace and social 
justice programs in the US. Address all inquiries to World Policy Institute, 777 
United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017. No price was given on the 12 page 
guide.

3. Research Report No. 71 from the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies 
is entitled “The Tripartite Approach to Resettlement and Integration of Rural 
Refugees in Tanzania," by Caiarles P. Gasavasi. Also from SIAS is a timely book 
by Dessalegn Rahmato on AGRARIAN REFORM IN ETHIOPU. Diis study was 
conducted as part of the author's wider research on the problem of transition 
in agrarian societies. Research Report No. 71 is 74 pages and costs Sir. 20-. 
Rahmato’s book is 101 pp. and costs SEK 60: -. Order both publications from the 
SIAS, P.O. Box 2126, S- 750 02 Uppsala Sweden.

4. We have received two new short publications from Raya Dunayevskaya, “Na
tionalism, Communism, Marxist. Humanism and the Afro-Asian Revolutions" 
and "Marx’s ‘New Humanism’ and the rie'ectics of Women’s Liberation in 
Primitive and Modem Societies." The first publication (34 pp.) contains a new 
author’s introduction, and costs $1.25. The •. er.ond (13 pp.), costs 50c. Order from 
News & Letters, 59 East Van Buren St., Suite 707, Chicago, IL 60605.

numerous

a

5. For those people seeking alternative sources of news coverage on Africa, the 
African News Wire Services may be a valuable new resource. ANWS has pro
vided items and feature articles for publications such as Le Monde Diplomatique. 
South Magazine, the Economist, the Observer and Africa Magazine. ANWS can 
be commissioned to write specific features or to suggest topics that will make 
important news events, and can carry out in depth analyses or simple surveys 
on country or region. For more information, contact Miss Ama Mansah, African 
News Wire Services Limited, 41/43 Tower Bridge Road, London SEl 4TZ.
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6 CaUfornia Newsreel's Southern Africa Media Center tas three new 
for 1985, WOZA ALBERT! is a 50 minute color BBC V'®
tionaUy acclaimed play written and performed ^two Black South AfnraiB. 
Percy Mtwa and Mbongeni Ngena have develop a 
humourous sketches based on the ironic praise
self-proclaimed Christian nation of South Africa N^IBIA. AFMCA S LAST 
COLONY is another new release spawned by the BBC s television produebon 
Third Eye " It is available only on V videocassette (55 minutes color). Nora 
Smc die Education Director of the Namibian Council of Chur^es, "aiyat^ 
how first German, British and now South Afncan occupiers have etched 
Uiemselves off her country's vast mineral resources,c on^mrung the indigenous 
^ple to poverty. A Black minister - a SWAPO member - explains why he 
S other church-people like Chase have ^ome - K
dangers of police repression. Also among the new releases is ALI^ ® 
CHOOSING JUSTICE, a new production by Hugo CaMirer and 
renowned South African novelist Nadine Gordimer. TTus film telk the sto^ 
Allan Boesak, a South African of mixed racial hentag^who was h^d
the 70 milUon-member World Alliance of Reformed Churchy. The Dutch R^ 
formed Church, which has long been a bulwark of Apartheid, was sho^^ 
Boesak’s election and his success in having the Alliance delcare apartheid a 
heresy. For more information about renting or purchasing these films contact 
the Southern Africa Media Center, 630 Natoma St., San Francisco, Califorma 
94103, (415) 621-6196, for their new 1985 catalogue.

7 ARUSI YA MARIAMU (The Marriage of Mariamu) is the firet -Tanzanian- 

and feelings of the Iteso people of Kenya. The Iteso's spirit of shann^us^to

CA 90291, (213 ) 392-1020.

8 Although it has been in circulation for at least 2 years now, we have just ^me 
aware of MAWAZO, the annual publication of the Stanford African Students 
Associotion. Subscriptions are $3.00 a year for 1 issue tnchidii*
MAWAZO foUows the standard magazine format (our issue VOl. 1 No. 2 of May 
1983 is 36 pages). For more information, contact SASA Publication Committee, 
P.O. Box 9456, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.

9 The Eritrean Relief Committee has a limited number of beauUful UNHCR 
calendars for It «. The theme. Refugee Women, was chosen to mark tae end of 
the U N. International Decade for Women. These 12 page wall calendars have 
ohotos of refugee womt. 'rom several continents. To order your calen^r (for 
a $5.00donaUon plus postage), please write or call E.R.C., P.O. Box 18866, Denver, 
CO 80218; (303) 629-7888.

Publicottons

10. In addition, we would like our readers to know that the 1985 AFRICA DESK 
DIARY AND GUIDE is now available. The 5'/5” by m" spiral bound 160 page 
diary contains 16 color photographs of African children, original illustrations of 
Heads of State, national flags in color, and a weekly agenda with holidays and 
important datas. The Guide contains general geographic, population and climactic 
information and maps for each of the 50 African countries in addition to traveler’s 
information on hotels, transportation, etc. Proceeds from the Diary sales wi'l 
go to the World Fund/or African Children. The publican price is $10.00, phis $12.00 
for shipping. Address all orders to: The Africa Letter, 1170 Broadway, Suite 1112, 
New York, NY 10001, (212 ) 685-0491.

"The

11. We have received five new publications from the International Monetary 
Fund’s Occasional Papers Series: No. 26, “The Fund, Commercial Banks, and 
Member Countries,” by Paul Mentre, 39 pp.); No. 28, "Exchange Rate Volatili
ty and World Trade," (62 pp.); No. 29, “Issues in the Assessment of Exchange 
Rates of Industrial Countries,” (30 pp.); No. 30, “The Exchange Rate System: 
Lessons of the Past and Opinions for the Future,” (64 pp.); No. 31, “International 
Capital Markets: Developments and Prospects, 1984,” by M. Watson, P. Keller 
and D. Matheson (112 pp.) and No. 32, “World Economic Outlook, September 
1984,” (73 pp.). For more information about the series or to request specific 
papers, contact the External Relations Department, Attention Publications, In
ternational Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C. 20431.

Announcement
A distinguished group of scholars and activists have established The Ruth 

First Memorial Trust for the purpose of funding 2 resource center on the history, 
economics & sociology of South Africa and the souU.'em Africa regioi. in memory 
of the eminent exiled South African journalist and scholar who v/as assassinated 
in Maputo in 1982. Donations to the Trust, which carries Charity Registration 
No. 326354, should be sent to the Ruth First Memorial Trust, c/o Rcmald Segal, 
Old Manor House. Manor Road, Waiton-on-Thames, Surrey, England.
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Coming Events
•Ten Years of African Uterature: A Retrospective Assessment" is the titie

English, French, Portuguese and African language. The fee is MO, for 
students For more information contact; Dean Ellen Corley, Col^e of Contmu 
fng Professional Education, Northwestern University, 339 East Chicago Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611, (312 ) 649^.

The 16th annual meeting of the Western Associohon //ricomsts wi 1 
held at the University o' Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado, April 18-20 1^. 
For more information write Dr. Michael A. Coronel, Department of Visual Ar^ 
University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO 80639. As we go to press there are 
still possiWlities for late inclusion of papers in presently proved “n't
the [iSibility of adding an additional panel. Some discussant slots are alM open. 

Tte 1985 Annual International Conference of the Africa Communications In- 
ill be held April 28-29, 1985 at Howard University's Blackburn Center 

in Washington, D.C. Panels will address a wide variety of topics, including 
Refugees Food Policy, Population, & Africa and the World Economic, Finan
cial I Monetary Systems. The pre-registration fee is $35. A‘<'1™“
Inyeseh A S. Inhator, Ph D., President, African Communications Institute. Inc., 
1377 K St NW, Suite 104. Washington DC 20005.

California State Polytechnic University, Pomona will hold a major
on African Agricultural Development: Technology, Ecology ond Society, May 
28-June 1, 1985. For more information conMct; African Agricultura 
ment Conference, c/o School of Arts, California y‘«hnic University,
3801 West Temple Avenue. Pomoi. .. California 91768A051 USA.

The Black Woman Writer and the Diaspora: Hidden Connections is the theme 
for an international literary conference to be held at Michigan 
October 27-30,1985. The deadline for paper or panel suggestions is April 15 
Address submissions and suggestions to Professor Linda Sus^ Brard, Depart

r.r. s p-
proposals however, should be sent before April 15.1985 to ASA Annual Meeting, 
05 Kinsey Hall. UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Books Received
starred titles have been sent to reviewers. Others may be requested by qualified 
reviewers.

Political Science

THE CHARMS AND PERILS OF THE NIGERIAN PRESIDENTIAL SYSTEM: 
A Critical Review of Issues, Performance, and Trends. Ignatius I. Ukpong. (Van
tage Press, 1984) 155 pp. cloth $10.00.

THE COMORO ISLANDS: Struggle Against Dependency in the Indian Ocean. 
Malyn Newitt. (Westview Press, 19C4; 145 pp. hardcover $24.50.

CONTINENTAL CRISIS: The Lagos Plan o/Action and Africa's Future. David 
F. Luke and Timothy M. Shaw, eds. (University Press of America/Dalhousie 
University Press, Dec. 1984/January 1985) 250 pp. hardcover $22.50, paperback 
$12.25.

/
stitute w

DEMOCRACY AND GHANA: Select Speec.hes of President Hilla Limann. Hilla 
Limann. (Humanities Press, 1984) 268 pp. hardcover $34.50.

THE DYNAMICS OF THE ONE-PARTY STATE IN ZAMBIA. Carolyn Baylies 
and Morris SzefteI.ed. by Cherry Gertzel. (Manchester University Press, 1984) 
262 pp. cloth $35.00.

•THE EMERGENCE OF AFRICAN CAPITALISM. John Iliffe. (University of 
Minnesota Press, 1984) 113 pp. cloth $29.50, paperback $10.95.

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN AFRICA. WiUiam Tordoff. (Indiana Univer
sity Press, 1985) xix plus 352 pp. cloth $25.00, paperback $10.95.

IN SEARCH OF NAMIBIAN INDEPENDENCE: The Limitations of the United 
Nations. Geisa Maria Rocha. (Westview Press, 1984) 192 pp. cloth $16.95.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE POLITICS OF TROPICAL AFRICA. Richard 
Hodder-Williams. (Allen& Unwin, 1984) xxv plus 262 pp. cloth $25.00, paperback 
$10.50.

LAND AND CLASS IN KENYA. Christopher Leo. (University of Toronto Press. 
1984) 244 pp. cloth $25.00, paperback $12.50.

MARKETS AND STATES IN TROPICAL A.FRICA: The Political Basis of 
Agricultural Policies. Robert H. Bates. (University of California Press, 1984) xi 
plus 178 pp. paperback $6.95.

•MILITARY DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA: The Political and Economic Risks 
of Arms Transfers. Bruce E. Arlinghaus. (Westview Press, 1984) 152 pp. hard
cover $23.50.
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•MOZAMBIQUE: The Revolution Under Fire. Joseph Hanlon. (Zed, 1985) xii plus 
292 pp. cloth $29.50, paperback $10,75,

MULTINATIONALS IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT. Adeoye A. Akinsanya. 
(Praeger, 1984 ) 335 pp. hardcover $34.95.

NATIONALISM AND NEW STATES IN AFRICA: From About 1935 to the P«s- 
ent. All A. Mazrui and Michael Tidy. (Heinemann Educational Books, Inc. 1984) 
xxix plus 402 pp. paperback $15.00.

NORTH AFRICA: Regional Tensions and Strategic Cencerns. Richard B. Parker. 
(Praeger, 1984) 194 pp. hardcover $34.95.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF ZIMBABWE. Michael G. ShaUberg. (Praeger, 
1984) 288 pp. hardcover $29.95.

THE SOVIET IMPACT IN AFRICA. R. Craig NaJ(on and Mark V. Kauppi, eds 
(Uxington Books, 1984) 275 pp. hardcover n.p.

THE STATE-SOCIETY STRUGGLE: Zaire in Camparative Perspective. Thomas 
M. Callaghy. (Columbia University Press, 1984) 515 pp. hardcover $45.00.

APARTHEID: The Story o/a Dispossessed People. MotsokoPheko. (Zed, 1984)
196 pp. paperback $10.95.

Books Received

PUBLIC ENTERPRISES IN MIXED ECONOMIES: Some Macroeconomic 
Aspects. Robert H. Floyd, Clive S. Gray, and R.P. Short. (International Monetary 
Fund, 1984) 196 pp. paperback n.p.

SADCC: Energy and Development to the Year 2000 (Energy, Environment and 
Development in Africa, No. 2). J.T.C. Simoes, ed. (Scandinavian Institute of 
African Studies, 1984) 184 pp. hardcover SEK 75:-

A SOCIOLINGUISTIC PROFILE - ’ URBAN CENTERS IN CAMEROON. Ed
na L. Koenig, Emmanuel Chia 'd John Povey, eds. (Crossroads Press, 1983) 
149 pp. paperback n.p.

TRADITION AND CHANGE IN KENYA: 5 Comparotive Analysis of Seven Ma
jor Ethnic Groups. Dirk Berg-Schlosser. (F irdinand Schoningh, 1984) 279 pp. cloth 
DM88.

THE URBAN JOBLESS IN EASTERN AFRICA: A Study of the Unemployed 
Population in the Growing Urban Centres, With Special Reference to Tanzania. 
AbeIG.M. Ishumi. (Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, 1984) 112 pp. paper
back SEK 60:-

WHAT DRIVES THIRD WORLD CITY GROWTH? A Dynamic General 
Equilibrium Approach. Allen C. Kelley and Jeffrey G. Williamson. (Princeton 
University Press, 1984) 273 pp. c.oth $40.00, paperback $14.50.

Economics/Developmenl/Sociology
History

AFRICA AND EUROPE: From Roman Times to National Independence. 2nd 
edn. Norman Bennett. (Africana Publishing Company, 1984) 196 pp. hardcover 
$29.50, paperback $14.95.

•BLACK PROTEST POLITICS IN SOUTH AFRICA TO 1912. Andre Odendaal. 
(Rowraan & Allanheld, 1984 ) 391 pp. hardcover $28.50.

BLACK WOMEN IN ANTIQUITY. Ivan van Sertima, ed. Transaction Books, 
1984) 160 pp. paperback $7.50.

HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF THE CON
GO. 2nd ed. (African Historical Dictionaries, No. 2). Virginia Thompson and 
Richard Adloff. (Scarecrow Press. 1984 ) 263 pp. hardcover $18.50.

•IDEOLOGY ON A FRONTIER: The Theological Foundation of Afrikaner Na
tionalism, I652-I9I0. J. Alton Ter iplin. (Greenwood Press, 1984 ) 360pp. hardcover 
$35.00.

COOPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT: Strategics/or the 1980 s. Ervin Laszlo. 
(Tycooly International, 1984) 104 pp. paperback $8.95, L5.95.

NIGERIAN CHILDREN: Developmental Perspectives. H. Valerie Curran, ed. 
(RouUedge & Kegan Paul, 1984) xiv plus 237 pp. cloth $19.95.

ELECTRICITY, INDUSTRY, AND CLASS IN SOUTH AFRICA. Renfrew 
ChrisUe. (State University of New York Press, 1984) 241 pp. harder ,;r n.p.

FROM HUNTERS TO FARMERS: The Couses and Consequences o/ Food Pro
duction in Africa. J. Desmond Clark and Steven A. Brandt, eds. (University of 
CalUornia Press, 1984) 433 pp. hardcover n.p.

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN TANZANIA. M.S.•THE GROWTH OF 
Silver. (Westview Press, 1985) 323 pp. cloth $24.00.

KENYA: The Quest for Prosperity. Norman N. Miller. (Westview Press, 1984) 
180 pp. hardcover $28.00, paperback $15.95.

LIVESTOCK DEVEI^PMENT IN KENYA’S MAASAILAND: Postoraiist^ 
Transition to a Market Economy. Phylo Evaimlou. (Westview Press, 1984 ) 309 
pp. paperback $26.50.

*NONE BUT OURSELVES: Masses vs. Medio in the Making o/Zimbabwe. Julie
FYederikse. With pi ------
Books. 1984 ) 368 pp. paperback $16.95.
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THE OAU AFTER TWENTY YEARS. Amadu Sesay, Olusola Ojo, and Orobola 
Fasehun. (Westview Press, 1985) 133 pp. paperback $20.00.

•THE LAND BELONGS TO US: The Pedipolity the Boers a^he BHtud. i„ ite 
Nineteenth Century. Peter Delius. (University of Cahforraa Press, 1984) xiv plus 
278 pp. hardcover $28.50.

SeDIPUS AND JOB IN WEST AFRICAN RELIGION Meyer^t^ and tobin 
Horton. (Cambridge University Press, 1984) 92 pp. hardcover $29.95, paperback 
$3.95.
PJIUGIOLS CHANGE IN ZAMBIA: Exploratory Studies. Win M.J. van 
Binsbergen. (Kegan Paul IntemaUonal, 1981) 423 pp. hardcover n.p.

WEST AFRICAN SUFI: The Religious Heritage
Boltar SaalifTaal. Louis Brenner. (University of California Press, 1984) 216 pp. 
cloth $22.50.

Literature/Arts
AFRICAN WRITERS AT THE MICROPHONE. Lee Nichols. (Three Continents
Press, 1984 ) 281 pp. ca ed $20.00, paperback $10.00

•APIDAN THEATRE AND MODERN DRAMA. Kacke Gotrick. (HumaniUes 
Press, Inc., 1984) 271 pp. cloth $25.50.

THE CINEMA OF OUSMANE SEMBENE: A Pioneer of African Film. Fran- 
coise Pfaff. (Greenwood Press, 1984 ) 207 pp. cloth $27.95.

FOLKTALES FROM THE GAMBIA. Emil A. Magel. (Three ConUnents Press, 
1984) 208 pp. hardcover $18.00, paperback $8.00.

•■‘MASTER HAROLD” . .
1984 ) 60 pp. paperback $4.95. ^

•A RIDE ON THE WHIRLWIND: A Novel. Sipho Sepamla. (Heiminann in 
association with Readers International, 1981; present ed. 1984) 244 pp. hardcover 
$12.50.

AND THE BOYS. Athol Fugard. (Penguin Books,

Reference

AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA 1983-84.13th ediUon. (Europa Publirati^, 
distributed by Gale Research Co., 1983) xvi plus 971 pp. hardcover $130.00.

•THE STRUGGLE FOR SOUTH AFRICA: A Reference Guide U ““'’e'n'nte 
Organicationa and Institutions Volumes I & 2. Robert Davies et. al. Zed, 1985) 
440 pp. coards $29.50 each volume, paperback $10.65 each volume.
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